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Good guys finish last ...
In result my concern
Take your time wait your turn
Winds gonna blow just stand firm
Well our man will take a plain
.. first class and never look your way
.. will perform on the same stage
Patrol cross country two whole days
.. pigs along the way
People we met what they say
I was out of town when I heard your voice
It hurt like hell but made a choice
.. I came from nothing
Burn the whole truth ashamed and , nothing
Lets me know I have been through something
Only the .. will survive the struggle

Chorus

Congratulation
Say I have been through much
Always on the ..working this
Working that

Fuck it this used to be my attitude
Coming from a place were you really got lucky
Never thought I will see a day the devil couldn't touch
me
What the hell would I know never ,
The war from the country the middle of Kentucky
.. special and one ..to open being .. wouldn't change by
the ,
I had to make a choice keep running no stop
I ain't .. but a nigger learnt a lot.. know a few that didn't
make it out
So we poured into a liquor make a toast and take a shot
For the wars that we lost on our way to the top

Chorus

Congratulation
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Say I have been through much
Always on the ..working this
Working that
.. fight till final
Nice with the left hitting better with the right

First day of school,
I am always keep .. of cool
Spending my days at the bar
High school buddies .. Kentucky
Touch me .. know I will be miss
And my girl stay down ..
She could do better
I knew it so I let her
Only 1 trying to deal with the pressure
Heard you boy trying to be the next ,
My efforts put it to a ,
A couple ,
Took a while to ,
But the .. lives on .. became you
And if I could everybody on the hills to salute
No hill no wait through
To everyone .. is time that you

Chorus

Congratulation
Say I have been through much
Always on the ..working this
Working that

It's all for one and one for all
Together we're gonna stay ..
Regardless whom we're gonna ..
Back against the wall is us against them all
Get myself .. I made it this far
..but they break that
And cry when they break up the bar
It was hard but .. the sky is the limit
.. is far from over .. finish got a .. and a future
And how to win it
Now we got it we're gonna defend it

I came lost none of us was on the same class
But I looked out for me like staying ..
Perfect example of making good things last
Through sunshine and rain and when the rain passed
we stood
Strong .. never changed past .. spitting on the same
tracks
Not only that your boys fight but I am kicking that ass



Chorus

Congratulation
Say I have been through much
Always on the ..working this
Working that
He will fight he will fight
Nice with the left even better with the right
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